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FOREWOUM

I
The research described in this report couares the c=5•rt ard
stability of the standard Army systez for head protection w',,h an
experimental systes developed under th; Lightweight IndividuaiL
Clothing and Equipment (LIDCLOE) concept.
This concept is enviiionee
to drastically reduce the burden Imposed on the front-line soldier by
selectively reducing the weight and durability of his individual
clothing and equipment.
The human factors research accompanying this
effort is intended to assist the designers of LINCLOE clothing and
equipsent by specifying design criteria, evaluation methods and test
result'• Tne work reported vys conducted under project Ao. 1C024-o1-i
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ABSTRACT

Six test subjects awarded comfort and stability ratings for tCh
standard 3.16 pound M-1 steel helmet system and an experimental 1.53
pound LIINCLOE Itanium one-piece helmet system. The suspension system
of the experimental helimet was attached directly to the titanium
ballistic shell, obviating the need for a helmet liner.
Subjective ratings were recorded fcr: ease of adjustment of the
suspension system, comfort, helmet va-.th, location of chinstrap,
interference with hearing, noise produced by the helmet, interference
with aiming the carbine and stability when running, juping, grenade
throsing and crawling under a wire obstacle. Aiter acaling, differences between the ratings for the experiw.ntal and the standard syatems
underwent t-testing for significance.
rhere was only one significant
difference between the two systemi,: the experimental system was rated
Aa more stable when throwing grenades.
it is suspected that the M-1
i:-imt was rated as inferior on this task because it t:pped forward,
intLerfecing with vision, while the experimental system did not.
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CGOWORT AND STABILITY RATINGS FOR PROT(T1PE LINCLOE TITANIUM HELMET SYSTEM

Ih'rTRODUCT iON

*

A single prototype of aa experimental LINCLOE titanium helmet system
was compared with the stasidard U. S. Army M-i steel helmet system.
The
objectives of the study were:
a.
To dete:rmine whether the experimental helmet system has comfort
and stability greater than, lesser than or equal to the standard helmet
SysLem.
b.
To determine the suitability of the chin strap location for
both the experimental and the standard systems.
c.
To determine the adequacy of fit
standard systems.

of both the experimental and

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUIY
Materials

HeLmets.

The 1.53 pound experimental helmet system consisted of a

one-piece helmet snell and a detachable fabric and leather suspension
system.
The experimental helmet shell was fabricated of titanium to the
apprcximate internal diiensions of the standard M-I helmet liner.
The
experimental suspension system was almost identical to that of the M-i
helmet liner, except that it was clipped to six metal studs inside the
helmet shell rather than being riveted in place.
The suspension mounting
studs were located so that the experimental sweat band was worn slightly
lower on the wearer's head than was the stand.rd sweat band.
The control
helmet system was the standard M-1 steel helmet and nylon helmet liner
with attached suspension, neighing 3.16 pounds.
Clothng and Equipment.
Each subject wore the following combat
uniform:
cotton underwear, fatigua shirt and trousers, combat boots with
cushion-solea socks and nylon fragmentation protective armor.
Subjects
were armed with their assigned H-I carbines arnd carried thu M-56 load
carrying system less intrenching tool and aid packet.
One canteen of
water was carried, but no simulations of amnunition, clothing or ration
leads were carried.
Questionnaire.
The questionnaire in Appendix I was developed to
provide subjective ratings of helmet system comfort, stability, warmth
and ease of adjustmen: of the suspension.
Noise production, location of
chin strao and interference with aiming were also rated.
Subjects were
encouraged to make coments.
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Subits
The
One officer and seven enlisted men were selecLed as test subjects.
greatest range cf cap Fizes was desired in the sample; the bases of selection
The cap sizes, head
were cap size cf the subject and his availability.
dimensions, he.ghts and weights of this highly aelected sample are shown in
The head d".mensions within this sample insluded values from 2.8 to
Table I.
99.2 percentile for head circumference, from 3.7 to 98.7 percentile for head
length, from 9.9 to 92.1 percentile for head breadth, from 9.5 to 96.9 percentile for head height and from 11.0 to 94.6 percentile for face length.
The selection of the samp.le on a basis of h~ad circ-mferences fortuitously
produced a sample encompassing large ranges for the other head dimensions.
This sample, although few in number, appeared to be reasonably representative
The sample
of the head dimensions to be encountered in the Army population.
by the withdrawal of tvo subtrials
was further reduced after the fitting
jects for medical reasons.

Table

I:

Cap size,

Head
Circumf.

Heid
Lekgth

Head
Breadth

Head
Height

Face
Letgth

Statu'-

Weight

Size

(in.)

(in.)

(ia.)

(in.)

(in.)

(in.)

(lbs.)

!

6 5/8

20.90

7.16

5.94

4.80

4.41

66.8

137

2

6 3/4

21.1C

7.1o

5.75

5.80

5.16

72.1

145

3

7

22.12

7.58

5.71

5.79

4.60

69.4

168

4

7 1/8

22.20

7.56

6.14

5.63

4.64

67.8

152

5

7P/8

22.99

8.19

5.98

5.67

4.68

65.0

130

6*

7 3/8

23.03

7.72

6.26

5.55

4.6.)

69.9

179

7

7 5/&

23.62

8.11

6.34

5._I

5.12

75.0

268

8*

7 5/8

23."0

8.31

6.18

5.63

4.57

73.7

164

Cap

Subiect

--

height and weight of test subjects.

head dimensions,

*Withdrawn from study after fitting trials.
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Method
Experimental Design,
I I x 8 treatment-by-subjects design was planned
and reduced to a 2 >-6 design aiuer the fitting triaes. The two helmet
"systems were the single treatment. Each subiject evaluated each of the helmet
Subjects were
systems on the same day during consecutive test sessions.
paired according to availability and eazh of the foar pairs reported for a
To counterbalance
single test session during either the morning or afternc-on.
order of presentation, one of the pair of subjects at a given session was
chosen by lot to wear the experimentai titanium system first. Nine dependent
variables were measured by means of subjective rating scales: ease of adjustment of the suspension system, comfort, helmet warmth, r.ise produced by the
helmet, intcrference with aiming the carbine and stability while running,
Subjects also
jumping, grenade throwing and crawling under a wire ohrbt'cle.
indicated the presence or absence of interference with hear;ig an6 rated the
location of the chin strap as all right, too far forward or too far to the
rear.
in addition, subjects were given the opportunity to mske coments
ncerning ony of the above variables.
The study was conducted in two phases:
Procedure.
simulated co-bat course trials.

*
-

1. Fitting trials: Subjects reported to the outdoor test area in
pairs. Each subject was briefed upon arrival and given either the txpr!imental or the control helmet for his first fitting trial. Zach subject
attempted to adjust the suspencion system of the helmet so that it would
properly fit over his head, first when he was wearing the cold-weather cap
When the subject ccwd-nced the
(pile cap) aud then ;+en he was bare-headed,
iLvestigator that he either was satisfied with the fit or had reachr.d the
upper limit of the helmet's adjustability, he was handed the questionnaire
Subjects then exchanged
and instructed to answer the first Lwo questions.
helmets and repeated the fitting process.
2.

r

fitt'ing trials and

Simulated combat course trials:

Subsequent to the fitting trials,

subjects were briefed on the simulated combat course as they walked over it.
Each pair of subjects then ran the course and completed the questionnaire for
After rest'_ng fifteen minutes, subjects exchanged helmets and
that helmet.
ran the course ag2An
SuLjects were dismissed after completing the questionThe combat course was ccmprised of the following
naire for the second he~me*.
tasks (in, ordeýr) ;
a.
running from a con,-ealed firing point to a covered firing
point and dry firing the weapon.
b.

running and jumping a ditch two meters wide.

c.
throwing two simulated hand grenades at a targeL 25 meters
away but on the same level as the subject.

3

d.

crawling 20 meters across open tezriin.

e.
crawling under a simulated 4-and-2-pace barbed wire obstacle
(constructed of smooth wire).

hill

f.
running to a steep hillside and crawling 5 meters up the
using natural concealment.

g.
throwing two grenade simulators at a target 10-15 meters
uphill from the subject.
h.

assaulting to the top of the hill.

Anal~v< 1. zcaling:
the rating scales in the appendix were given nuieriial
values, with the least favorable response s.aled as 1, the second least
favorable as 2, etc.
There was no reason to assume that adjacent ratings
were separated by equal intervals, but analysis of the responses showed that
a given respondent seldom used more than two adjacent points on a rating
scal.-.

2
Significance tests:
differences between the scaled ratings for
the experimental and the control helmet systemn were calculated for each
variable.
Means and standard errors for these differences were calculated
and the means were then tested against a zero difference by the t-test
of
differences ietween paired observations aq specified in Mode(l).
Subject
ratings for the location of the chin strap and co=r~ents concerning the helmet
systems were tabulated.
Environmental Conditions
Dry and wet bulb temperature readings were taken before and after each
run.
Dry bulb r-ading -anged from 720 to F60 F, while relative humidities
ranged from 42 to 81%.
The relative humidity was higher on the first
of
the two test days, while the dry bulb temperatures were higher on the second.
The maximum effective temperature (ET) during each run ranged from 72 to 75
on day I and from 72 to 78 on day 2.

( 1 )Mode,

3.1., ?-.e'-nt3 of Statistics,

Englewood Cliffs,

N.J.,

1961,

Third Edition.

chap 8,

pp.

165-166.

Prentice-Hall,

inc.,

I

RESULTS

Ease of Adjustment
The mean rating for ease of adjustment for proper fit when bare-headed
was 3.0 for the titanium helmet system and 3.2 for the M-I system.
These
means were not significantly different and were equivalent :o a rating of
"easy to v]Just"
The mean ratings for ease of adjustment for proper fit
over the cold weatne. cap was 2.7 (somewhat less favora'-! than "easy to
adjust") for the titanium system and 2.0 ("moderately difficult to adjust")
"for the M-i system. The difference was not significant. There was a
significant difference between the M-I system means when bare-headed and
when wearing the cold weather cap
(t= 7.98, d.f.-5, P,<.01).
The reason
for this difference was inferred from the subjects' coments.
The suspension obviously did not suddenly become more difficul, to adjust; the helmet,
formerly adequate when bare-headed, suddenly was inadequate when wearing a
cold weather cap.
Apparently the helmet liner shell, with suspension inside,
had insufficient volume to encompass a moderately larg human head wearing
a cold weather cap, although it was large enough when ba-e-headed.
Comfort
The mean ratings for comfort were 3.3 for the titanium system and 2.7
for the M-1 system.
Thebe means lid not differ significantly; their
average was equivalent to a rartiag of "reasonably comfortable for the protection it offers".
*

Stability
Stability
when runnin.
The titanium and M-I system mean ratings
and 3.2, respectively) did not differ significantly.
Their average
"was equivalent -o a rating intermediate between "reasonably stable" and
"very stable".
(3.8

Stability when .umýing.
The titanium and M-1 system mean ratings
(4.0 and 3.3, respectively) also did not differ significasntly.
Their

average was equivalent to a rating intermediate oecween "reasonably stable"
and "very stable".
Stability when throwing.
r

The mean ratings for the two helmet systems

were significantly different(t- 2.70, df.5, F<.025).
The titanium
system m. a was 4.0 ("very stable"), while the M-I system mean wae 3.2
("reasonably

stable").

An explanation for the obtained difference under
the conditions of this particular task could not be determined.
A similar
helmet system study(2)alao resulted in a significant difference On the

(2)Burse, R.L. and W.D Cahill. Comfort and StaDility Ratings for LINCLOE
Helmet and Suspension Systems in Comparison with Standard Items.
US Army
Natick Laboratories, Natick, Mass., Technical Report 68-PR,
July 1968.
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Subjects reported there that the less stable helmet
grenade throwing task.
systems tipped over the forehead and obstructed forward and upward vision.
A similar mechanism may have operated to produce the difference found in the
current study.
The titanium and M-1 system mean ratings
Stability when crawling.
Their average
(3.7 and 2.5, respectively) did not differ significantly.
was equivalent to a rating of "reasonably stable".
Difficulty in

Obtaining a Correct Sight Picture

The titanium and M-1 system mean ratings did not differ significantly.
The titanium mean ra-ing was 2.8, while the M-1 mean was 2.5; both r.'tings
were intermediate between 'moderately difficult" and "reasonably easy".
Warmth of Head
ThM titanium and M-1 system mean ratings (4.3 and 4.0, respectively)
Their average was equivalent to a rating of "uncomfortably
did nor differ.
warm", understandable in view of the environmental conditions.

Noise ol Helmet
In sr:.te of a loose and rattllag D-ring attaching the chin strap to
the titanixn helmet, the two helmet system mean ratings did nnt differ.

The titaniLm system mean was 3.0 and the M-1 system mean was 2.8.
average was equivalent to a rating of "reasonably quiet".

Their

Interference with Hearing
No subject reported
he~ring.

that either helmet system interfered wich his

Location of Chin Strap

)

Four subjects reported that the chin strap location vza all right for
Two zznbjects reported that the
both the titanium and M-1 helmet systems.
chin strap was located too far to the rear in both zydte~u.
Comments
Eight types of comments
Table II shows the comments of all subjects.
For the control helmet, four were
concerning stability were made.
For the experimental helmet, one was
unfavorable while one was favorable.
The two test subject4 with cap sizes
unfavorable while two were favorable.
of 7-5/8 stated that the experimental suspension could not be properly

adjusted to fit over the cold weather cap.

One of these iudividusIs applied

the same coument to the control helmet, while the other amplified his
original comment by remarking on a painful pressure point on his forehead
caused by the experimental helmet during the bare-headed fitting trials.

6

II
STable

II.

Coments of Test subjects concerning experimeatal
(Titanium) and control (M-l) helmet systems.

Coment

..

Control

1.

helmet shifts around when running

2.

Helmet slips rearward when crawling and
puts pressure on back of neck

3.

Helmet slips rearward when crawling and
chinstrap chokee throat

4.

Chinscrat

5.

Chinstra) makes fit

6.

Helmet did not slip during test

2

1

7.

Helmet is

hot

±

2

8.

Helmet is

heavy

9.

Painful pressure point on forehead

0.

Suspension could not be properly adjisted to
fit
over cold weather cap (cap size 7-5/8)

2

11.

Helmet not too comfortable

1

12.

Helmet is

*
-

Experimental

1

pulls helmet over eyes
unstable

1

1
(barehead

fit)

I

1

light

•~i

1

is CUS S ION
Both helmet systems appear to be about equally comfortable, a somewhat
The warmth
surprising finding in view of the major difference in weight.
level appears high, but acceptable.
There were no indications of interferThe tro
ence with hearing or helmet noise unacceptable to the wearer.
systems are equally adjustable.
Neither system appears appropriately sized
for wear over the cold-weather cap.
Both helmet systems appeared equally (and acceptably) stable under the
The titanium system was rated
conditions of running, jumping and crawling.
superior in stability when throwing hand grenades.
In this study, throwing
hand grenades apparently contained a component not well represented in the
other tasks.
Because the same finding was reported in a similar study,
further studies involving helmet stability shculd investigate the mechanism
One hypothesis that requires
for the reported differences in stability.
testing is that helmets which are reported to be unstable under the conditions
of throwing hand grenades are so reporled because they tip forward and

iobstruct forward and upward vision.
motion may be most critical in helmet
k7

If

thf3 is

so, prevention of fore-and-aft

system design.

The prevention of

side-to-side and up-and-down !iotions may be relatively unimportant,
the helnet stays on the head.

COwC -

as lone

"

a.
There is no evidence that the experimental one-piece titanit= helmet
system is inferior to the standard H-I i•elmet system with respect I-o any of
the variables evaluated.
b.
Thi titanium helmet system is significantiy more stable than the M-1
&ystem during grenade tnruling.
Additioval prototypes should be fabricated

srd evaluated to see if

a largex zamvle size would produce significant differ-

ences iq other tests

stability.

of

c
Neither system properly acco-odates
cold weather cap.
d.

test subject3 when wearing the

The chin strap location of both helmets !a too far to the rear

for

some subjects.
e.
Crenade throving is a test of stability whose componeacs reuire
fuither investigation in order to determine whether or not subjective zatings
for helmet stability are related primarily to motion in the fore-and-aft plane.

8

SRating

Scttes Used to Evaluate
LI1FCLOE Chie-P?.bce Titanium Helmet System

X.

Whoa adjusting the helmet stzspension to properly fit

cold-weather cap,
a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

3.

my head over the

Very diffi-,ilt
Moderately difficult
Easy
Very easy

What do you think of the camrort of the helmet?
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Very different
Moderately difficult
Easy
Very easy

When adjusting the helmet suspension to properly fit
cold-weather cap, I fiund the adjustment to be:
a.
b.
c.
d.

my head without the

I found the adjustment to b%:

So uncomfortable that I don't want to wear it,
even though it protects me.
Moderately uncomfortable, but I do want to wear it for the protection.
Reasonably comfortable for the protection it offers.
Very comfortable for the protection it offers.

Wh.it do you think of the stability of the helmet during running?
a.
b.

Very stable - does not bounce or move around on my head.
Reasonably stable - bounces or moves around a little
but requires no

readjustment.
c.
d.

Moderately unstable - bounces oi moves around a lot and requires
readjustaent.
Very unstable - tends to fall off so much that I must use one hAnd to
keep it en.

Coments:

T•9

5.

What
a.
b.
c.
d.

do you think cf the stability of the helmet during

;umping?

Very stable - does not bounce or move around on my head.
Ressonably stable - bounces or moves around a little
but requires no
readjustment.
Moderately unstible - bounces or moves around a lot & requires readjustment.
Very unstable - tends to fall off so much that. I m=••: use one 'and
to keep It on

Coments-

6.

What do you think of .
a.
b.
c,
d.

st;
a.bilit

of the helmet during grenade throvirg?

Very stable - does not bounce or move around on my hand.
Reasonably stable - bounces or moves around a little
but requires no
readjustment.
Koderately unstable - bounces or moves around a lot & reqires
readjustment.
Very unstable - tends to fxll off so much that I =must use one hand
to keep it on.

Co nnts:

7.

What do you think of the stability of the helmet duriLg the low crawl?
a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

Very stable - does not bounce ur move around on my head.
Reasonably stable - bounces or moves around a little
but requires no
readjustment.
Moderately un:table - bounces or moves around a lot & requires
readjuctment.
Very unstable - tends to fill off so much that I muwst use one hand
to keep it on.

What do you think of the location of the chin strap?
a.
b.
c.

Too far towards the rear - the strap or its attached hardware strikes
my ear or presses orr =- threat.
Too far towards the front - the strap slides off under my chin.
Location is all right - the strap fits
cofortably.

Comments .

10

9.

I

'How
it to obtain a proper sight picture with your weapon
whiledifficult
wearing was
the helmet?

a.
b.

I

!

c.

Extremely difficult - I could not obtain a proper sight picture with
the helmet on.
Moderately difficult - I had to tip the helmet out of the way in
•rde- 't, btain a proper sight picture.

Reasonably easy - the helmet did not interfere with obtaining a
proper sight picture.

Commenta:

10.

When wearing the helmet, hou warm was your
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

ead?

Comfortable
Warm, but fairly comfortable
Uncomfortably warm
Hot
Very hot
Almost as hot as I can stand

Coxma~nts;___________________________

11.

When walking through undergrowth,
a.
b.

Very noisy
Moderately noisy

c.
d.

Reasonably quiet
Very quiet

how noisy was your helmet?

Comments:

12.

Did your helmet
a.

No

b.

Yes,

interfere with your hearing?

the interference was as follows:
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AeSTRACT

Six test
subjects awarded comfort and stability
ratings for the standard 3.16
pound M-I steel helmet system and an experiziental 1.53 pound LINCLOE one-piece
titanium helmet system.
The sp;,pemsion system of the experimental helmet was attached
directly
to the titanium balli
.ic
shell, obviating the need for a nelmet liner.
Subjective ratings were recorded for:
ease of adjustment of the suspension system
cc,'A'rt, helmet warmth, location of chinstrap, interference with hearing, noise produced by the helmet, interference with aiming the carbine and stability
when running,
Jumping, grenade throwing and crawling under a wire obstacle.
After scaling, differences between the ratings for the e,-perimental and the standard systems underwent
t-testing
for significance.
There was only one significant difference between the two
systems:
the experimental system was rated as more stable when throwing grenades.
It
is suspected that the M-i helmet was rated as inferior on this tAsk because it tipped
forward, interfering with vision, while the experimental system did not.
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